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Introduction
In Petroleum Refining many adiabatic and nonadiabatic reactors are used. These reactors need to be
modeled for design, optimization and control. In this
paper the homogeneous version is considered where
mass and heat transfer resistances between fluid and
catalyst are negligible. The presentation starts from
material and energy balances presented in an earlier book
and develop them into steady state design equation [1].

The enthalpy balance for a single-input, single-output
and N reactions can be written as,
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Where,

CSTRs
As we have discussed earlier [1], in order to turn the
mass balance equation(s) into design equation(s), for
lumped system we write it as,
N

ni  nif  V   ij r j/
j 1

generalized rate of reaction for reaction

j in

moles/ (time. volume) (it is equal to r j for a unit volume
of reactor, if it is a catalytic reaction, then it will be per
mass of catalyst. And W, the weight of the catalyst will
replace V, the volume of the reactor)
For a single reaction the design equation simply becomes,

ni  nif  V  i r /

Adiabatic and Non-Adiabatic Reactors

(H j ) r = the heat of reaction for reaction j

Q = heat added to the system.

Mass Balance Design Equation

r j =

Enthalpy Balance Design Equation

The above two equations must be solved
simultaneously to design the non-isothermal CSTR
A. Adiabatic:
For the adiabatic case, we just simply put Q = 0.0
B. Non-Adiabatic:
For the non-adiabatic case we take into account the
heat transfer between the reactor and the heating/
cooling jacket or coil as: Q= ah .U.( TJ – T) kJ/min
Where ah is the total area of heat transfer (m2) between
the jacket/coil and the reactor while U is the overall heat
transfer coefficient (kJ/min.m2. 0K).
Q is heat added to the reactor. If TJ > T then Q is positive
and heat is added to the reactor (heating), while if TJ < T
then Q is negative and heat is removed from the reactor
(cooling).
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Constant Jacket/Coil Temperature
If TJ is a known fixed temperature, so we do not need
enthalpy balance over the jacket/coil. Example: o-Xylene
partial oxidation to phthalic anhydride where the heat
capacity and flow rate of the molten salt used for cooling
are both very high making the inlet and exit temperature

very close allowing the use of the average temperature as
a constant TJ

Varying Jacket/Coil Temperature
Lumped jacket/coil:

In this case the jacket equation is:

nJ.(HJf – HJ) - Q = 0.0

nJ.(HJf – HJ) = Q = ah .U.(TJ – T)

When there is no change of phase in the jacket/coil, we get,

nJ. CPJ. (TJf - TJ) = Q = ah. U. (TJ – T)
This equation will have to be solved simultaneously with the reactor equations. One extra state variable TJ and one extra
equation, no change in the degrees of freedom.
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Distributed jacket/coil

In this case the jacket equation is:

Enthalpy Balance Design Equation
The above equation can be finally written as,

dH
nJ . H J  Q’. l  nJ . ( H J   H J )  nJ . J   Q’
dl

M
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when there is no change in phase, then the equation
becomes;
-Q’

i

dH i
 At r / (H )  Q /
dl

For multiple reactions it will be:

nJ . CpJ . dTJ / dl =
= -ah . U.(TJ – T)
where, ah’ = heat transfer area per unit length and the
initial condition of the differential equation is,
at l=0.0, TJ = TJf , and T the temperature of the reactor is a
constant, because the reactor is CSTR.
’
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The above material and enthalpy balance design
equations must be solved simultaneously to design the
non-isothermal Tubular Reactor.

Tubular Reactors
This case of course belongs to the distributed system
type, where both balances must be developed over a
differential element.

A. Adiabatic:
For the adiabatic case we simply put, Q’ = 0.0
B. Non-Adiabatic:

Mass Balance Design Equation
dni
 At
dl
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Constant Jacket/Coil Temperature

For a single reactions the above equation become,
M
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Where TJ is a constant
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Varying Jacket/Coil Temperature
B. Non-Adiabatic:



Q’  ah’. U . TJ – T

nJ . H J  Q’ . l  nJ . ( H J   H J )  nJ . dH J / dl   Q’



Constant Jacket/Coil Temperature
when there is no change in phase, then the equation
becomes;



dT
nJ . C pJ . J
dl
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Where TJ is a constant
M

 ni

Varying Jacket/Coil Temperature

Batch Reactors
Mass Balance Design Equation
Taking the limit as

t  0 and rearranging gives,

N
dni
 V   ij r /
j
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j 1

For single reaction it will be,

The above equation can be rearranged and written as,

n
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For multiple reactions it becomes,
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The above material and enthalpy balance design
equations must be solved simultaneously to design the
non-isothermal Tubular Reactor.
A. Adiabatic:
For the adiabatic case we simply put, Q’ = 0.0

dHJ
 a ' .h . U.( TJ - T)
dt

for perfectly mixed coil/jacket, but with continuous input
/output

dni
V i r/
dt

Enthalpy Balance Design Equation

M

More difficult, because if there is variation in space it
will give Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). If it is only
varying in time and we can consider the jacket/coil
lumped, then the heat balance for the jacket will be (for
batch heating),

nJ

dHJ
 nJ .H J  nJf .H Jf  a ' .h . U.( TJ - T)
dt

Either of the above equations (depending on the design
of the cooling jacket/coil) will need to be solved
simultaneously with the batch reactor equations.

Conclusion
This short communication provides a systematic
approach for the formulation of design, simulation,
optimization and control equations suitable for different
types of reactors in the petroleum industry. It shows this
systematic approach and how it can be applied for
different types of reactors and inform the reader about
the different techniques for the numerical solution of the
model equations for different types of reactors and also
inform the reader about the source of the methodology
used which is based on System Theory (ST) [1].
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